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The Morning After is Margaret Randall s 30th poetry collection and eleventh with Wings Press. The
title poem was written, as so many in this country were, the morning after the November 8, 2016
presidential election: I wish there was a pill for that, is one of its lines. But Randall doesn t stay with
anger, irony, or a pamphleteering voice. Her work goes much deeper, grappling with ageless
concerns and unexpected details. Throughout this volume there is a concern with time, place, and
memory; intimate landscape; mature love; the current threat to the richness of language; global
consciousness; a mapping of human questioning and exploration of identity. In these pages the
reader will find George Zimmerman s gun, a herd of buffalo at Standing Rock, rebar, the Super
Moon, reptile dysfunction, and multiple choice vs. Socratic wisdom. Reflecting Randall s recent work
with translation, several poems take on that practice in its broadest sense. Stylistically, for the first
time in half a century she has gone back to her modus of the 1960s and mixed story and prosody
with poetry; only now the result is...
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Reviews
Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter Ha a g
Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DVM
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